
Kathy Jentz 

“Small Space  

Garden Design - 

Squeezing it all  

into your  

landscape” 

Kathy Jentz is Editor, Publisher and  

Founder of Washington Gardener  

Magazine. She speaks on gardening and 

has been honored to have presented  

programs at Thomas Jefferson's Monticello, 

the Philadelphia Flower Show, and the  

Historic Society of Washington, DC.  

Scott Beuerlein  

“Making  

Landscapes that 

Matter” 

Scott is the Manager of  

Botanical Garden  

Outreach at the Cincinnati Zoo & 

Botanical Garden. He is heavily involved in running the 

Zoo’s Botanical Garden educational programs, various 

plant trialing programs, and the Plant for Pollinators  

Challenge.  Scott has published hundreds of  

articles and columns in several publications. Currently, 

he is a Partner in the Garden Rant blogsite and posts  

regularly. Scott also authors the Deep Roots and Garden 

Views columns for Horticulture Magazine.   

Eva Monheim 

“Shrubs and 

Hedges” 

Eva is an award-winning  

educator, Eva teaches  

Landscape Management at 

The Barnes Arboretum at 

St. Joseph’s University in  

Philadelphia and is a faculty member at  

Longwood Gardens in Kennett Square,  

Pennsylvania for the Professional Horticulture  

Program. Professionally trained, Monheim holds 

degrees from the Pennsylvania State University in 

horticulture and art, and from Arcadia University 

with a master’s degree in English literature.  

She is the author of Shrubs & Hedges: Discover, 

Grow, and Care for the World's Most Popular 

Plants a book that was inspired by her years of  

teaching woody plants as an assistant professor at 

Temple University in the department of landscape  

architecture and horticulture.  
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Kathy Jentz 

“Small Space  

Garden Design - 

Squeezing it all  

into your  

landscape” 

 
Using examples from area gardens, Kathy 
Jentz, will illustrate basic design principles 
for  
maximizing garden space. Kathy will address 
common small-space challenges such as  
creating privacy and adding light to shady  
areas. She'll offer low-or-no-budget solutions 

Scott Beuerlein  

“Making  

Landscapes that 

Matter” 

This talk uses natural history, art, 
religion, genetics, and other  
elements of human history and 
nature to argue that the human 

race is naturally predisposed to feeling most happy,  
secure, and comfortable in savanna-like landscapes. 
Then, with this in mind and using examples, it continues 
by discussing how we can include in our designs certain 
elements that will (often at a subconscious level) create 
gardens that raise our quality of life. As such, these  
gardens also ensure a greater appreciation for gardens 
and greater engagement with them, which could/should 
result in the many more and better landscapes we truly 
need in our communities of the future. This talk is  
different. It certainly strays off the beaten path but it 
eventually lands close to home and connects a lot of dots 
that most folks have never  
connected before. 

Eva Monheim 

“Shrubs and 

Hedges” 

Shrubs and hedges are the 
subject of Eva's latest 
book. She will explore a 
vast array of topics in-
cluding a brief history of 
shrubs, how they are 

named, what makes a shrub dependable, the 
differences between hedges and hedgerows and 
why these two forms of landscaping are  
important for habitat and humans, attracting 
pollinators and other wildlife, and shrubs for 
riparian areas and rain gardens.  
A book signing will follow.  
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